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Character Sheet 

Defenses 

Conditional Bonuses 

Hit Points 

MaxHP 
(Bloodied 27 

Current Hit Points 

55 

Healing Surges 
Surge Value Surges/Day 

mm 
Current Conditions: 

Combat Statistics and Senses 

Initiative 

Conditional Modifiers: 

Speed 

Passive Insight 

Special Senses: Low-light 

Player Name/RPGA [!] 
Level Elf Ranger 

Unaligned male Elf Ranger (Scout) 

Medium 
---:-:--:-:-:-:--

Weight Age Height Size -------=----::--- .IL...--1 ~0=~11 
Deity --- • Total XP 

Action Points 

Action Points 

D 
Milestones 

0 
Action Points 

1 
1 2 
2 3 

Effect: Gain a standard action this turn . 
Special: You are reset to one action point when you 
take an extended rest. You gain an action point 
each milestone. 

Second Wind (one per encounter) 

D Used 
Effect: You spend a healing surge and regain hit 
points equal to your surge value. You gain a +2 
bonus to all defenses until the start of your next 
turn. 

Death Saving Throw Failures 

D D D 
Saving Throw Mods -

Resistances/Vulnerabilities 

Current Conditions and Effects 

Basic Attacks 

Melee 

Quick Rapier +2 

II 15 II II 1d8+11 II 
Strength vs. AC Damage 

Ranged 

Unarmed 

II 8 II II 1d4+5 II 
Dexterity vs. AC Damage 

Languages 
Common, Elven 

13000 

Abilities 

Dexterity CIJ 
Arcana Intelligence CJJ 
Athletics Strength CIJ 
Bluff Charisma CJJ 
Diplomacy Charisma CJJ 
Dungeoneering Wisdom OJ 
Endurance Constitution .,f []] 
Heal Wisdom OJ 
History Intelligence CJJ 
Insight Wisdom OJ 
Intimidate Charisma CJJ 
Nature Wisdom .,; CTIJ 
Perception Wisdom CTIJ 
Religion Intelligence CJJ 
Stealth Dexterity .,; em 
Streetwise Charisma CJJ 
Thievery Dexterity .,; em 



Player Name 

Character Details 

Background 

I 
Theme 

Mannerisms and Appearance 

Personality Traits 

Adventuring Company 

Companions and Allies 

Session and Campaign Notes 

Other Notes 

Elf Ranger 
Character N arne 

......_, 

I 

I 

Equipment 

Head 

Arms 

I Bracers of Mighty Striking ... 

Main Hand 

I Quick Rapier +2 

Feet 

Other Equipment 
Adventurer's Kit 
Silk Rope (so ft.) 
Hunter's Kit 
Thieves' Tools 
Sunrod (2) 

Treasure 

1 gp 

Neck 

I Amulet of Protection +1 

Hands 

Waist 

Armor 

I Marauder's Hide Armor +2 

Tattoo 

Ki Focus 

Carrying Capacity 
(lbs.) 

Normal G 
Heavy ~ 
Max G£J 



Elf Ranger 
Player Name Character Name 

Racial Features 

Elven Accuracy 
Use elven accuracy as an encounter power. 

Elven Weapon Proficiency 

Proficient with longbow and shortbow. 

Class/Other Features 

Attack Finesse 
May use Dex mod instead of Str mod for the 

attack and damage rolls of your melee basic 
attack 
Beast Empathy (Ranger) 

+2 to Bluff, Diplomacy, and Intimidate checks 

Fey Origin 
Your origin is fey, not natural 

Group Awareness 

Non-elf allies within 5 get +1 to Perception . 

Flashing Blade Mastery 
You gain a + 1 bonus to weapon attack rolls 

while you wield a light blade in your off hand. 

Watchful Rest (Ranger) 
During an extended rest, you and any resting 
allies do not take the -5 penalty to Perception 

against beasts. Successful Insight check allows checks for sleeping. 
you to understand basic messages from beasts. 

Feats 

Light Blade Expertise Skill Training (Thievery) 

When wielding a light blade: +1/ 2/3 (by tier) to Gain training in Thievery 

attack rolls, +1/ 2/ 3 (by tier) damage vs . Two-Weapon Fighting 
creatures granting combat advantage to you 

Weapon Focus (light blade) 
Gain + 1 damage per tier with Light blades. 

+1 damage while holding a melee weapon in 
each hand 

Wild Step 
Ignore difficult terrain when shifting (even when 
shifting multiple squares) . 

Ambush Expertise (Ranger) 
When you make a stealth check, allies within 10 

sq. gain a +2 to Stealth checks until your next 
turn's end. 



Elf Ranger 
Level 7 Elf Ranger (Scout) 

SCORE ABILITY MOD 

1111h' 0 

13ca.u• 1 
20'·'*' 5 11'H'' o 
1611"?1 3 

1oiiit) o 
m Passive Insight 

~~ Passive Perception 

Player Name: 

Dual Weapon Attack 
At-Will + Free Action 

Skills 

Acrobatics 

Thievery 

Dexterity 

Intelligence 

Strength 

Charisma 

Charisma 

Constitution 

Wisdom 

Intelligence 

Wisdom 

Charisma 

Wisdom 

Wisdom 

Intelligence 

Dexterity 

Charisma 

Dexterity 

• indicates a trained skill. 

Melee Basic Attack 
At-Will + Standard Action 

12 

Action Point 
Base action points: 1 

Effect: Gain a standard action this turn. 

Special: You are reset to one action point 

when you take an extended rest. You gain 

an action point each milestone. 

Encounter Special 

Ranged Basic Attack 
At-Will + Standard Action 

Quick Rapier +2: +14 vs. AC, 1d6+8 damage Quick Rapier +2: +15 vs. AC, 1d8+11 damage Unarmed: +8 vs. AC, ld4+5 damage 
Parrying Short sword + 1 : + 15 vs. AC, 1d8+9 
damage 

Melee weapon Target : One 
creature 

You fo llow your successful swing with a quick strike 

from your off hand. 

Keywords: Mart ial , Weapon 

Requirement: You must be wielding two melee 

weapons. 

Trigger: You hit w ith a melee basic attack on your 

turn . 

Attack: Dexterity vs. AC (off-hand weapon) 

Hit: 1[W] + Dex modifier ( +5) damage. 

Special: You can use th is power only once per round . 

Add itional Effects 

+1 to damage roll s against a creature granting 
combat advantage to you - Light Blade Expertise. 

Special Target : The enemy 
you hit 

By pushing yourself beyond your normal 
limits, you unleash your full wrath against a 
foe. 

Keywords: Martial, Weapon 

Trigger: You hit an enemy with a melee 
basic attack using a weapon . 

Effect: The target takes 1 [W] extra damage 
from the triggering attack. 

Add it ional Effects 

Parrying Short sword +1 : +14 vs. AC, 1d6+10 
damage 

Melee wea pon Target: One 
creature 

You resort to the simple attack you learned 
when you first picked up a melee weapon. 

Keyword: Weapon 

Attack: Strength vs. AC 

Hit: 1[W] + Str modifier ( +0) damage. 

Level 21: 2[W] + Str modifier ( +0) 
damage. 

Additional Effects 

+ 1 to damage rolls against a creature granting 
combat advantage to you - Light Blade Expertise. 

Aspect of the ... 
At-Will + Mmor Action 

Personal 

You barrel past your foes with such speed 
and strength that they are unable to react to 
your assault. 

Keywords: Primal, Stance 

Effect: You assume a stance, the aspect of 
the charging ram . Until the stance ends, you 
gain the following benefits. 

* Your movement during a charge doesn't 
provoke opportunity attacks. 

* If you hit with a charge attack, you can 
knock the target prone. 

* You gain a +2 power bonus to the 
damage rolls of charge attacks. 

Additional Effects 

Ranged weapon Target: One 
creature 

You resort to the simple attack you learned 
when you first picked up a ranged weapon. 

Keyword: Weapon 

Attack: Dexterity vs. AC 

Hit: l[W] + Dex modifier ( +5) damage. 

Level 21: 2[W] + Dex modifier ( +5) 
damage. 

Addit ional Effects 

Basic Attack 

Aspect of the Hungry ... 
At-Will + Minor Action 

Personal 

As you take on the aspect of the shark, the 
scent of blood drives you into a vicious 
frenzy. 

Keywords: Primal, Stance 

Effect: You assume a stance, the aspect of 
the hungry shark. Until the stance ends, you 
gain the following benefits. 

* When you make a basic attack against a 
bloodied enemy, you gain a +2 power bonus 
to the attack roll. 

* You can take a move action to shift up to 
3 squares to a square adjacent to a bloodied 
enemy. 

*You gain a +5 power bonus to Athletics 
checks made to swim. 

Addi t ional Effects 

Ranger Utility 
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Personal 

Like a spider, you lie in ambush and wait 
until your foe comes near before launching 
your attack. 

Keywords: Primal, Stance 

Effect: You assume a stance, the aspect of 
the lurking spider. Until the stance ends, you 
gain the following benefits. 

*You gain a +2 power bonus to Stealth 
checks. 

* You gain a +5 power bonus to Athletics 
checks made to climb. 

* While you have combat advantage 
against an enemy, you gain a +2 power 
bonus to damage rolls against it. 

Add it ional Effects 

Personal 

The power of the primal spirits lets you move 
with the speed and subtlety of the wind. 

Keyword: Primal 

Effect: Until the end of the encounter, you 
gain a +2 power bonus to speed, and 
whenever you shift, the distance you can 
shift increases by 1 square. 

Add itional Effects 

Enhancement: + 1 Fortitude, Reflex, 

and Will 

Elven Accuracy 
Encounter + Free Action 

Personal 

With an instant of focus, you take careful aim 
at your foe and strike with the legendary 
accuracy of the elves. 

Trigger: You make an attack roll and dislike 
the result. 

Effect: Reroll the attack roll. Use the second 
roll, even if it's lower. 

Ad ditional Effects 

Close burst 5 Target: You or one 
ally in the burst 

The primal power you call upon allows access 
to the deepest reserves of strength . 

Keywords: Healing, Primal 

Effect: The target can spend a healing surge. 

Ad ditional Effects 

When you charge, you gain a +1 bonus 

to AC until the end of your next turn. 

Power (Hea ling) + Daily (Free Action) 

Trigger: You hit with a charge attack. 

Effect: You make a saving throw with a 

bonus equal to the armor's enhancement 

bonus, or you spend a healing surge and 

regain additional hit points equal to the 

armor's enhancement bonus. 

Reactive Shift 
Encounter + Immediate Reaction 

Personal 

You keep one eye on the fight around you at 
all times, so that you can slip away from an 
enemy that moves too close. 

Keyword: Martial 

Trigger: An enemy you can see ends its turn 
adjacent to you. 

Effect: You shift a number of squares up to 
your Wis modifier ( +3). 

Addi t ional Effects 

Damage: 1d6 

Proficiency Bonus: 3 

Properties: Off-Hand 

Enhancement: +1 attack rolls and 

damage rolls 

Critical: +1d6 damage per plus 

Power + Daily (Immediate Reaction 

Action) 

Use this power when an enemy makes a 

melee attack against you. Make a melee 

basic attack against that enemy, with a 

power bonus on your attack roll equal to 

this weapon's enhancement bonus; if 

your result exceeds that of the attack roll 

against you, the enemy's attack misses. 

The melee basic attack you make to 

block your enemy's attack has no other 

effect and does not deal damage. 

When you hit with a melee basic attack, 

you gain a +2 item bonus to the damage 

roll. 
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Damage: ld8 
Proficiency Bonus: 3 
Enhancement: +2 attack rolls and 
damage rolls 
Critical: + ld6 damage per plus 

Power+ Daily (Free Action) 

Use this power when you hit a target 
with this weapon . Make a basic attack 
with this weapon against a target of your 
choice . 




